Personalization offered by Adaptive Hypermedia and Recommender Systems is effective for tackling the information overload problem. However, the development of Adaptive Web-Based Systems is cumbersome. In order to ease the development of such systems, we propose a language based on CSS to express personalization in web systems that captures current adaptation techniques.
INTRODUCTION
The web is an enormous hyperspace where users face the problem of information overload. Adaptive web-based systems (AWBS) tackle this problem by displaying only the information that is meaningful for the user. The development of AWBS can be cumbersome and time consuming [4] . Moreover, two kinds of adaptation coexist and are not unified namely, pre-authored (e. g. AHA [10] ), and data-driven adaptation (e. g. collaborative recommender systems [2] ).
To ease the development of AWBS, we propose a Domain Specific Language [11] (DSL) to express adaptation and only adaptation. This way adaptation is decoupled from the business logic and by doing so, easier integration with existing applications is enabled. The syntax of this DSL must capture the state-of-the art techniques [14] without distinguishing between data-driven and pre-authored adaptation.
We took CSS as a starting point of our DSL because of its usage is widespread in web-based systems and it already http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2631775.2631782.
defines some rules that can be used for adaptation purposes (e. g. hiding fragments). For this reason it will be easy for CSS developers to develop a fully adaptive system, but also, it will be easy to integrate our language in CSS authoring tools for non proficient CSS developers. This approach also roots our work in the Dexter-based [13] AHAM model [9] , that contemplates a layer for presentation specifications.
Adaptation languages for AWBSs already exist [5, 16, 18, 10, 19, 8, 3, 12] but they either do not capture all the adaptation techniques or do not do it in a way that is decoupled from the web system and easy to learn by developers.
ELEMENTS OF THE LANGUAGE

Selectors
Selectors are the elements of our language that allow the developer to express which DOM nodes will be modified and under which conditions. If we map the DOM nodes to the atomic fragments in AHAM [9] it becomes clear that the adaptation modifies entire DOM nodes.
We distinguish three types of selectors that are useful in a language to express adaptation in AWBS namely, item selectors, user selectors and context selectors. The first ones select nodes from the DOM tree to be modified by the adaptation rules, while the latter ones select to what type of user or in which context the rules will be applied.
An item selector is used to select nodes from the DOM tree to be modified by the adaptation rules. CSS defines a set of selectors [6] , and their usage is widespread in web systems development, therefore we will use them.
To ease the development as much as we can and develop an approach as close to the standards as possible, we propose user selectors (or queries) based on media queries [17] . Media queries are part of the W3C recommendation and their usage is widespread in web development. While those aim to select to which type of device the rules contained inside should be applied, user queries follow the same approach but selecting users instead of devices.
We allow arbitrary features in user queries. The interpreter will search them in the User Model, if those are not found, the query will be evaluated to false and the rules will not be applied. If a feature starts with min-or max-, its first characters will be deleted and the interpreter will look for the rest and evaluate to true if the value in the UM is higher or lower than the expected. We use min and max instead of ≤ or ≥ to stay within the CSS syntax.
It is desirable also to adapt content according to context features. We define context selectors the same way as user Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). selectors. Media queries already do some context adaptation related to device properties. We add the time and location features shown below to provide a wider adaptation effect.
• min-hour/max-hour: Hour in which the adaptation will start/stop to be executed.
• date: Date in which the adaptation will be executed.
• min-date/max-date: Date in which the adaptation will start/stop to be executed.
• weekday: Days of the week in which the adaptation will be executed.
• centre: A point on the Earth in which the adaptation effect will be provided.
• radius: How far a user can be from the previous point.
To connect queries with a logical OR, the user/context queries have to be separated by commas. A logical AND is achieved by nesting them. Different features of one query can also be separated by the keyword and to require that every feature is true.
Adaptation Rules
Adaptation rules are used to select the adaptation effects to be provided. For some techniques, standard CSS rules can be used, e. g. hiding fragments. However, for other techniques we have to extend the CSS rules keeping the CSS syntax. Our new rules will be transformed to calls to javascript functions. The following rules have been defined:
• append(url|HTML): Gets the content from url or takes it from HTML and appends it to the selected node.
• insert(url|HTML): Similar to append, but deleting the previous content.
• reorder-nodes/reorder-links(strategy): Reorders the subnodes (or links contained in an unordered list) according to a strategy (data-driven or expert-based).
• trim-at(int): Trims the text contained in the node at a specified position.
• fisheye-doi([0.0-1.0]): Sets the selected value as the value the DOI function has to take in that node.
• update-attribute(attr,val): Sets the attribute named attr to be equal to val in the selected node.
• delete-node(bool): Deletes the selected node, the boolean indicate whether the content inside the node should be deleted (true) or kept (false).
USE CASE SCENARIO
To better illustrate our language, let's consider a use case motivated by the CHIP project [1] . CHIP aims to create personalized tours in the Rijksmuseum by using a serverside adaptation engine. Listings 1 and 2 show a possible implementation of some parts of CHIP using our approach. Listing 2: HTML file from Rijksmuseum < head > < link href = " adapt . amf " title = " wibaf " / > < script src = " wibaf . js " / > </ head > < body > < div style = " display : none " id = " special " / > < div id = " artworks " > < div id = " art -cachopo " > < h2 > Cachopo </ h2 > <p class = " description " > This <a href = " impress . html " class = " advanced " > impressionist </ a > ... </ p > </ div > ... </ div > < ul id = " upcoming " > < li > Room 3 will be renovated soon </ li > </ ul > <a class = " next " href = " ./ r1 . html " > Next </ a > </ body > Analyzing Listing 1, we see that in the first three lines, the artworks are reordered with the data-driven rule reordernodes, which is an example of sorting fragments.
After that, users with a knowledge in art lower than 30 are targeted. Two adaptation techniques are applied to them. First stretchtext is applied to the description of the artworks. After that, links to concepts with the class advanced are deleted but the anchor is preserved, i. e. link hiding.
Then a case of guidance is shown. The current room is detected in and the links to the next room are updated.
The last block is used to display a message if the user is in the right room, saying that there is an special exhibition this week. Then, if the user is interested in surrealism, a list element is appended to the list of upcoming events. Both are examples of the inserting fragments technique.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated a CSS-based DSL for adaptation. Our proposed language supports the expression of common data-driven and expert-driven adaptation techniques.
In order to use our language, a Javascript interpreter is being developed at the same time as an adaptive application that uses it. Our interpreter is in an early stage of development but already shows some interesting functionality such as selecting rules according to context and user features.
Future work in this line consists of providing a implementations of methods that perform adaptive operations. Moreover, this language has to be complemented with another one to support the expression of user modeling. In addition, the UM elements should be mapped to ontologies [7] to achieve cross-site integration and enhance personalization [15] .
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